"A carabiniere with a mask, seen today in the harbour of Brindisi at the arrival of a fi shing cutter fi lled with illegal immigrants from Albania" 1 , says the caption of a photograph from Associated Press. With a white seethrough glove, the elegant offi cer presses a mask to his mouth. He turns his back on the crowded ship where the illegalized immigrants are waiting. We see many men, some women and a few children, all standing and looking at us. In 1997 Albania was ravaged by riots and as a consequence many Albanian refugees 2 arrived in Italy. This was reminiscent of the situation in 1991, when Albania's former communist regime collapsed and mass emigration began. 2 | In this article, the term "refugee" is used in a broader sense and not specifically to refer to persons whose asylum application have been accepted.
The year after, Oliviero Toscani chose a photograph of a cramped vessel for his provocative Benetton campaign. 3 Interestingly, not only Benetton but also right-wing parties referred to the image of the cramped boat. In the 90s, the German right-wing party Die Republikaner used a poster of a Noah's Ark overcrowded with immigrants and in 2002, Lega Nord used a similar motif for an anti-migration campaign. 4 Today, boat people clambering ashore at Europe's borders are a frequent cliché in the European media, while most of the numerous victims dying at sea during the crossing remain invisible. It is usually the survivors that are depicted in the media, and not the dead or dying or the actual sinking of a boat. On the other hand, "successful" and therefore unobserved passages also go "undocumented". The image of the full boat can vary: Noah's Ark could in fact have a positive connotation in a Christian context and a ship full of Albanian refugees waving upon arrival in Italy may transport another message, as is the case in the example mentioned above.
5 Such pictures are often polyvalent, their sense can change according to the context, as they contain a multiplicity of possible meanings; the viewer can feel either pity or fearor both. Nevertheless, generally, packed ships have the potential to evoke a feeling of threat.
INVASION
However, the image of the "cramped boat" is not limited to the visual domain. During the Second World War, Eduard von Steiger, a member of the Swiss government, referred to Switzerland as a lifeboat in distress, with scarce supplies and restricted room. 6 In claiming that there was a lack of space and resources, he wanted to legitimize a policy of highly restrictive admission of refugees to Switzerland. Many of the refugees who were refused entry later died in German extermination camps. Nevertheless, after the war, Switzerland imagined and presented itself as a humanitarian haven that had given protection to those who had needed it, as depicted in a huge two-part-poster made by Victor Surbek in 1946. This poster, portraying Switzerland and especially the Swiss army in a very heroic way, was used for an exhibit that was displayed in several Swiss cities just after the war. Figure 3 The aim of this poster was to collect money for the war-damaged countries of Europe. Even though Switzerland is shown here as an almost full lifeboat, there is still room for one more person, and therefore a strong man unhesitatingly reaches out to rescue a drowning man. In actual fact, during the war, Switzerland had for a long time granted asylum only to refugees who were under personal threat owing to their political activities, but not to those who were in danger because of their religion or ethnicity. More than twenty years later, in 1967, Alfred Häsler initiated a critical discussion about Swiss refugee politics during the Second World War with his book "The Boat Is Full". Twelve years later, in 1979, the same author wrote an article about the refugees coming from Indochina.
Häsler urged Switzerland to accept more fugitives; the title of his article was: "Our Boat Is Not Full." It was in these days that the term boat people came into common use with the mass departure of Vietnamese refugees.
Today, cramped boats have become an icon of threatened borders. But the term icon as it is used here doesn't designate a particular photograph. In fact, similar pictures circulate widely. These images constitute a visual place of memory. However, that doesn't mean that these pictures are only eff ective on a visual level. In Byzantine times, icons were already characterized by an interrelation between the picture and the inscription. Furthermore, the boundary between words and images has fl uctuated in the course of history. 
INFECTION
Strikingly, on photos of boat people arriving in Europe, the refugees are often received by persons wearing a mask. In these pictures, migration meets medicine-and the military. This is the case in a photograph by the European Pressphoto agency. The caption reads: "In the early hours of Monday 20 October 2003 Carabinieri assist a severely dehydrated and starving immigrant Somali man as he is brought to Lampedusa island harbour-an island midway between Tunisia and Sicily. Coastguards counted 13 dead bodies on the wooden vessel when it was spotted last night off the island."
The situation shown and described here clearly diff ers from the image of the cramped boat. We see a fragile individual, who arrived, as the caption says, in a wooden vessel and not in a big fi shing cutter. Some of his fellow passengers have died on the way. The fl abby arm and the drooping hand reveal the weakness of the Somali-a weakness that contrasts with the strong body of the man supporting him who is also wearing a white glove and mask. This composition recalls countless representations of the Pietà, for example the painting by Giovanni Bellini in the Basilica of St John and St Paul in Venice.
9 On a polyptych of St Vincent Ferrer, a Spanish Dominican, Jesus is supported in a very similar way as the Somali refugee in the picture taken at the harbour of Lampedusa. An angel holds the bent arm of Jesus, so that the stigmata of Christ become visible. We can fi nd the same posture, though as a reversed image, in the photograph of the Somali refugee. Iconology always requires a certain amount of shared knowledge. I have no way of telling whether the photographer or someone at the European Pressphoto agency consciously had the image of the Pietà in mind when selecting this particular picture from a number of possible other ones. However, a visual tradition can cause a déjà vu eff ect 10 and thereby infl uence the way a photo is perceived even unconsciously. 11 The immigrant from Somalia thus appears here in visual imitation of the Pietà: as an innocent victim. Images of refugees in the tradition of Christian iconography are in fact widespread. For instance, you can fi nd a motif recalling the Madonna with her child on the cover of Seyla Benhabib's book "The Right of Others" 12 where the author argues for an ideal of porous borders. 13 Or in the poster by Surbek, see especially how the upper part of one refugee's body is depicted in reference to Michelangelo's famous Pietà.
9 | This piece of art was created in 1460, but the attribution is contested. Photos are always taken from a specifi c perspective, and representations showing immigrants as victims are one-sided insofar as migrants are active agents, not merely passive victims without agency.
14 They act in order to change their situation, even if the price is very high. There is however an important diff erence between the two pictures, the polyptych of St Vincent Ferrer and the Somali refugee, as the latter is alive, staring at us, thus breaking out of his role as a merely passive victim. At the same time, the picture of the Somali can provoke not only pity, but also fear, as the mask hints at the possibility of infection. This fear is born of the discursive and iconic connection between infection and immigration. Medical discourses have long been important for the creation and legitimation of borders and for attempts to control the movement of people. Passports, for example, were to some extent a product of measures against the plague. My point here is not to downplay the medical risks that can result from the movement of people. But after taking a closer look at such pictures-for example, by analyzing the TV newscast-it becomes clear that very often only some of the persons present wear a mask, while others, performing the same tasks and standing just as close to the immigrants, do not. People's motives for wearing a mask are thus not at all evident.
15 Furthermore, "can we really be certain that immigrants have so many more infectious diseases as to justify our fear of them, whereas business travelers, sex tourists, students, all the other millions who cross international borders every day are somehow less aff ected by them? SARS has taught us diff erently" 16 , as Philipp Sarasin has pointed out. This is why he emphasizes "how quickly fact and fi ction melt in this area"
17
. The mask has an iconic character, but its connotation can vary. For example, the mask became more common in Europe with the bird-and the swine-fl ue. The mask was for some time a very "popular" motif for the mass media: In July 2009, on the cover of the Swiss tabloid L'illustré for example, Roger Federer and two other celebrities were shown in a photomontage wearing a mask. 18 In China, during the time of SARS, the wearing of a mask was an expression of solidarity. "The mask symbolized a rule of conduct-namely an obligation to protect the wider community-and an expectation regarding how one was to be treated by others […] . More simply, the mask was the emblematic means by which people communicated their responsibilities to the social group of which they were members. er, the signifi cance of the mask is diff erent in the analyzed pictures, which were obtained from European stock photo agencies. Here, territorial borders are superimposed on the boundaries of the body; migration appears at the same time as an assault upon the integrity of one's own body and that of Europe. Even though, in the constellations examined here, the image of the full boat and of the immigrant as a victim are connoted very diff erently, both pictures share a common feature: the fear of infection. Such images become part of our collective and cultural memory and thereby shape the perception of immigration as a threatening danger. However, it is remarkable that in Lampedusa tourists who are physically close to the site of confl ict are usually shielded from its sight. Furthermore, the majority of the illegalized immigrants in Europe do not arrive as boat people; they come by land or by air. And in Europe, most of the so-called illegal immigrants have never crossed a border illegally, but rather had their residence permit withdrawn.
20 Despite this fact, the European icon for "illegal immigration"
seems to be condensed to cramped boats full of male Africans.
COLONIAL CONNECTIONS
A poster made by Lega Nord shows a face of a Native American with a big feather headdress. The caption reads: "They were subject to immigration, now they live in reservations. This is for example the case in a poster that was used for the initiative to ban the construction of new minarets. Here, the symbol of a certain group of migrants was illegalized (at the time of the vote, there were only four minarets in Switzerland). In the poster, we see a Swiss fl ag shaped like a map of the country and occupied by black minarets shooting out of it like missiles or big penises. In the foreground, a woman in black shrouded from head to foot appears in a paradoxical way as both a threatening and potential terrorist danger and as a victim that has to be saved. The topos of intervening for the sake of women was and is, as Gayatri Spivak's work has shown, often used to legitimize colonialism. 22 The poster was backed by the Swiss People's Party, which in 2009 had the largest number of seats in the Swiss parliaments. Some cities like Basel, Lausanne and Fribourg banned the billboards, based on regulations forbidding campaigns with racist discriminatory contents. The Federal Commission against Racism denounced the posters, saying they "defame Switzerland's peaceful Muslim population, feed prejudice and portray the Muslim community as wanting to dominate Switzerland, oppress women and trample on fundamental rights" 23 . Supporters of the ban claimed that the minarets were a political symbol of domination. It is a characteristic of discriminatory discourse, that the "Other" is described as both profoundly backward as well as extremely powerful, as a small minority that poses a grave threat to the vast majority.
IN/VISIBILITY
As an economic actor, Switzerland was part of the colonial constellation. But colonial violence was less visible here than in those states that explicitly understood themselves as colonial powers. It is not only this colonial past which is very often invisible (not only in Switzerland), it is also the illegalized immigrants themselves. Also not very visible are the detainees in the deportation camps. These places are usually located in the periphery, and pictures showing these institutions circulate very seldom in the Swiss media. In Basel, for example, this prison-like building is located at the very edge of the city and near the border to Germany. In Zurich, it is in the area of the airport and therefore not easily accessible either. It is remarkable that fi shing cutters packed with immigrants are a popular motif in European news media, whereas deportation camps receive only marginal coverage; they do not get a lot of public attention, at least in Switzerland. But there is not only a strategy of invisibility at work here, but a complicated dialectic of visibility and invisibility: For the spectacle of deterrence, the camps have to be visible On a white wall we see the black, sketchy silhouette of a falling person. The part of the body that breaks through a boundary is painted dashed; the fi ngers look like a skeletal hand. "I Am Not Exotic-I Am Exhausted", says the title of this graffi ti-like project which was displayed in a public space in Basel in 2007. It visualised the invisibility of illegalized immigrants. The artist creates a transitory and at the same time ongoing project, which manifests itself anew on each wall. His tools are cheap felt-tip pens. As this (for once not illegal) graffi ti will be erased after a certain time, Dan Perjovschi eludes the usual criteria of the traditional art market, where a particular product generates a profi t. Illegalized immigrants are also often accused of violating the standard rules of the market.
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Some months before, the Romanian artist Dan Perjovschi had used a similar fi gure for an exhibition in the Museum of Modern Art in New York. The situation Perjovschi wants to depict is similar in all these places, as the artist himself has stated. 27 In Geneva in 2008, a bronze statue by Senegalese sculptor Ousmane Sow was unveiled. It stands near the train station. The monument shows an oversized seated man dressed for winter, in a heavy overcoat and a cap with earfl aps. The fi gure is reading a newspaper. The inscription of the monument reads: "In order to make their silence speak." 32 Some right-wing politicians reacted very harshly to this intention and labeled it as illegal.
33
The statue in Geneva does not want to honour a famous person as in the artist's series "Merci", where, among others, statues of Gandhi, Rosa Park, or Mandela are being created, 34 but commemorates the sanspapiers. The artist himself is an immigrant who moved to France while in his twenties. Ousmane Sow said his only directive from mayor Patrice Mugny, a member of the Green Party, was to create a fi gure of "dignity" paying tribute to immigrants without the required residence permit. The mayor wrote in the press release that the sculptor would inscribe the solidarity with victims of social injustice and minorities in the public space and thereby remember Geneva's vocation to be an open city. 35 A group supporting illegalized immigrants welcomed the statue "L'immigré". But at the inauguration ceremony it hoisted banners saying: "A statue is fi ne, a statute (protecting sans-papiers) is better."
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Also in France, the topic of the sans-papiers is highly contested. In the small city of Billère, the mayor Jean-Yves Lalanne, a member of the Socialist Party, inaugurated in 2009 a wall remembering deported illegalized immigrants who lived in this region before they were expelled from the country. In big letters words such as freedom, equality and solidarity, but also arbitrariness, deportation or shame are written on the wall of a public building. It recalls the "Communards' Wall" in Paris that commemorates the 147 communards that where shot here in 1871. Two folded hands as in prayer (again a reference to Christian iconography), an airplane or the hexagon of France surrounded with arrows likes spines, are some of the depicted symbols. The name, age and profession of fi fteen deportees are written in white on a black plaque. During the inauguration, the ceremony was disrupted by a dozen members of a party of rightist extremists. 37 The préfet of the department, who represents the government and who exercises a control over local politics, also wants the wall to disappear. In January 2010, the administrative court ruled that the fresco has to be erased. The mayor refuses to accept the illegalization of these mural images: He wants to bring the case before the European Court of Justice. And if, in the end, there is no choice and the mural has to be erased, the mayor wants to paint the wall white.
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CONCLUSION
In my paper, I contrasted two types of pictures showing boat people in the European media. Either immigration is depicted here as an invasion, where refugees appear as an anonymous and threatening mass-or an individual refugee is portrayed as a victim, following the tradition of Christian iconography. Even though the analyzed image of the cramped boat and the image showing a victim are connoted diff erently, both pictures share a common feature: The fear of infection. Such images can evoke both pity and fear; they recall the concept of catharsis, where the catastrophe seems to be inevitable. This makes it easier for the beholder to refuse responsibility, all the more as it is not easy to determine who is to blame directly for this deadly drama which takes place in the Mediterranean. Boat people are a frequent cliché in European media, even though in 2009, such pictures were less often present, as the media space was occupied by the economic crisis and the swine-fl ue. Furthermore, due to treaties for example between Libya and Italy, boats have recently been more often forcibly prevented from leaving, with less media coverage as a result, since only the ones that make it to the European borders receive any attention. The global problem of an unjust economic system manifests itself at the border and becomes visible here, for example at the beaches of Lampedusa or in Ceuta, but it is not actually produced there.
The European illegalization of immigration very often hurts people coming from former colonial regions. These historical connections linking the past with the present are very often invisible in today's discussion about immigration. Slogans such as: "We are here because you were there" 39 , used in demonstrations of (illegalized) immigrants, try to counteract this. Also monuments are raised in order to make illegalized immigrants and the violence produced by their deportation visible in public. Such monuments not only want to remind, but also to warn and challenge; they are directed to the past as well as to the present and the future. The illegalization of migration is produced by a contingent legal system, but in the media it is often naturalized and migratory movements are shown as a natural disaster, where the mass of African immigrants appears as a tsunami that fl oods the dam erected by the European Union. What global and local conditions make people leave, is more often than not shown in the mainstream media. Furthermore, the boundary which separates legal residents from illegalized immigrants is most often not seen by people who are not directly aff ected by it. Borders which are not perceivable are all too often the most powerful ones and the most impenetrable. Moreover, media consumers seldom come across the nationally approved compulsory measures for which they are clearly politically accountable-such as in Switzerland detaining illegalized immigrants in prison-like deportation camps for up to two years. States are clearly accountable for the deportation camps on their national territory; here, there is doubtless some possibility for action. However, the "home-made" violence produced by illegalizing immigration does not become visible in the media. Apparently, the visibility of deportation camps is (still) embarrassing for the "general public", as closed borders are in contradiction with a "freedom of movement", which would be in fact a classical liberal notion. 
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